
The following topics, among others, were discussed by the IASB during the meetings held on 31 May to 2 
June and 13 to 15 June. Please note that there was no meeting of the IFRS Interpretations Committee in the 
month of June 2011: 

Financial crisis 
 Financial Instruments— hedge accounting: At the meetings held on 31 May to 2 June, the IASB 

continued its redeliberations on the exposure draft Hedge Accounting and discussed the following 
points: (i) accounting for options as hedging instruments: the IASB tentatively confirmed the proposals 
in the exposure draft that accounting for the time value of options would depend on the nature of the  
hedged item and decided not to include an accounting choice that would allow an entity to deviate 
from the proposals in the exposure draft; (ii) designating combinations of options as the hedging instru-
ments: the IASB tentatively decided to amend the requirements such that a combination of a written 
and a purchased option (regardless of whether it arises from one or several contracts) can be jointly 
designated as the hedging instrument provided that the combination is not a net written option; (iii) 
rebalancing: the IASB tentatively decided that after inception of a hedging relationship an entity would 
rebalance that hedging relationship for hedge accounting purposes when it adjusts the quantities of the 
hedging instrument or the hedged item in response to changes in circumstances that affect the hedge 
ratio of that hedging relationship (i.e. the 'hedge ratio is adjusted for risk management purposes'). How-
ever, the hedging relationship for hedge accounting purposes would have to use a different hedge ratio 
than for risk management purposes under certain circumstances; (iv) voluntary discontinuation: the 
IASB also tentatively decided to add guidance showing how the risk management strategy (the highest 
level of risk management) and the risk management objective (that applies at the hedge relationship 
level) relate to each other and to still prohibit voluntary discontinuation of hedge accounting when the 
risk management objective remains the same and all the other qualifying criteria are still met; (v) macro 
hedging: this was an education session. No decisions were made. 

 Financial Instruments— impairment: The IASB discussed a 'three-bucket' expected loss approach 

for the impairment of financial assets that aims to represent different phases of the deterioration in 
credit quality. Bucket 1 would represent financial assets that have suffered changes in credit loss ex-
pectations as a result of macroeconomic events that are not particular to either a group or a specific 
asset. Bucket 2 represent assets affected by the occurrence of events that indicate a direct relation-
ship to possible future defaults, although the specific assets in danger of default have not yet been iden-
tified. Bucket 3 represents assets for which information is available that specifically identifies that 
credit losses are expected to, or have, occurred on individual assets. 

Other topics 

 Asset and liability offsetting: At the meetings held on 31 May to 2 June, an education session was 

held with representatives from the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA). No deci-
sions were made. At the meetings held on 13 to 15 June, the IASB discussed alternative approaches for 
requiring offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities. All IASB members supported the alternative 
that requires a right of set-off that is exercisable both in the normal course of business and in bank-
ruptcy, insolvency, or default and intention to settle a financial asset and financial liability net or simulta-
neously. 

 
Read more on page 2... 
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Other topics (continued): 
 Insurance contracts: At the meetings held from 31 May to 2 June, the IASB discussed reinsurance and 

tentatively decided, (i) that even if a reinsurer is not exposed to a loss, a reinsurance contract is deemed 
to transfer significant insurance risk if substantially all of the reinsured insurance risk of the underlying 
insurance contracts is assumed by the reinsurer; (ii) the significance of insurance risk should be assessed at 
the individual contract level; (iii) an insurer should not recognise a reinsurance asset until the underlying 
contract is recognised, unless the amount paid under the reinsurance contract reflects aggregate losses of 
the portfolio of underlying contracts covered by the reinsurance contract; (iv) the ceded portion of the 
risk adjustment should represent the risk being removed through the use of reinsurance; (v) if the present 
value of the fulfilment cash flows for the reinsurance contract is negative, the insurer shall recognise the 
loss immediately if coverage is for past events, otherwise it should be recognised over the coverage pe-
riod; (vi) the same measurement principles used to estimate the fulfilment cash flows for the underlying 
insurance contract should be used to estimate the fulfilment cash flows for the reinsurance contract; and 
(vii) the insurer should apply the impairment model  for financial assets to the reinsurance asset. At the 
meetings held from 13 to 15 June, the IASB discussed the following issues and reached the following tenta-
tive decisions, where indicated: (i) whether to unlock the residual margin—the residual margin should not 
be locked in at inception; (ii) how to unlock the residual margin—changes in estimates of cash flows should 
adjust the residual margin; experience adjustments would be recognised in profit or loss;  the residual 
margin should not be limited; recognise changes in risk adjustment in profit or loss in the period of the 
change; and make adjustment to the residual margin prospectively; (iii) allocation methods for residual 
margin—the residual margin should not be negative and should be allocated on a systematic basis over the 
coverage period; (iv) acquisition costs—direct costs incurred in acquiring the contracts in a portfolio 
should be included in the initial measurement of a portfolio of insurance contracts and no distinction 
should be made between successful and unsuccessful efforts; (v) presentation in the statement of compre-
hensive income—a presentation model that presents the underwriting results of contracts measured un-
der the building-block approach separately from contracts measured using the modified approach is pre-
ferred and it includes specified volume information.  

 Leases: At the meetings held from 31 May to 2 June, the IASB discussed the following issues and reached 
the following tentative decisions, where indicated: (i) foreign exchange differences—foreign exchange 
differences should be measured in profit or loss; (ii) impairment of right-of-use-asset—refer to existing 
guidance; (iii) revaluation—right-of-use-asset can be revalued; (iv) residual value guarantee by lessees—
amounts included as part of the right-of-use-asset should be amortised as part of the right-of-use-asset and 
amounts included as part of lessee’s liability should be reassessed when appropriate and recognised in net 
income if it relates to the current period or adjusted against the right-of-use-asset if it relates to future 
periods. At the meetings held from 13 to 15 June, the IASB discussed the following issues and reached the 
following tentative decisions, where indicated: (i) Shariah-compliant lease contracts—no decisions were 
made; (ii) lessor accounting—no decisions were made; (iii) sub-leases—a head lease and sub-lease should 
be accounted for as separate transactions, using the accounting principles for lessees and lessors; (iv) short
-term leases—a lessee need not recognise lease assets or lease liabilities and recognise lease payments on 
a systematic basis over the lease term.  

 Revenue recognition: At the meetings held on 31 May to 2 June, the IASB agreed that the accounting 

for the costs of products manufactured for delivery under long-term production programs is not in the 
scope of the revenue recognition project. At the meetings held on 13 to 15 June, the IASB completed the 
redeliberations of the exposure draft Revenue from Contracts with Customers by discussing the following 
topics and made the following tentative decisions, where indicated: (i) the effect on telecommunication and 
other companies—irrespective of concerns raised, the requirements of the proposed standards will not be 
revised at this time; (ii) transition requirements—retrospective application retained with added transitional 
relief; (iii) re-exposure of the proposed standard—re-expose the revised proposals for common revenue  
recognition, specifically: the extent to which the revised requirements are understandable and a few spe-
cific aspects of the revised requirements. 

 Investment property: education session presented by the US Financial Accounting Standards Board 

(FASB). No decisions were made.    
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Read more: http://www.iasb.org/Updates/IASB+Updates/IASB+Updates.htm 


